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In this issue
Steve Leonard, at left, gives us
some ‘action items’ for improving
UNC system governance.
We're electing new officers.
A look at the Friday Center retired
faculty reception.

Is UNC in crisis?
Join the discussion
Is the UNC system facing an
unprecedented crisis? If so, what are its
origins, and what might be some
creative ways forward? If not, what
lessons might we learn from similar
crises of the past?
Please join us for an important
discussion on this topic led by a
distinguished panel on Thursday, April
11, from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. in the Friday
Center (lunch served at noon).
Retirees have considerable wisdom and
experience to bring to bear on these
complex issues, and now is the time to
speak out. We will also hold our 2019
elections (see below).

Please sign for
the April 11
meeting now
using this link. Or
please do so by
Thursday, April 4,
so that we will
know how much
food to order.

Nominations for Executive Committee

The position of secretary and two members-at-large
positions on the RFA Executive Committee will become
vacant at the end of this academic year. Nominees for
these positions will be presented to the Retired Faculty
Association membership for a vote at the April 11 general
meeting.
Nominees for these two year term positions are:
Secretary:
• Bruce Carney, physics-emeritus and former executive
vice chancellor and provost.
Members at Large:
•Steve Leonard, political science-emeritus and past chair,
UNC System Faculty Assembly.
• Barbara Wasik, W.R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor
Emeritus, School of Education and Frank Porter Graham
Child Development Institute.
The nominating committee, appointed by RFA President
Pat Pukkila, consisted of Donna Falvo, Jim Peacock and
Ned Brooks.
The President's Letter

What is college for?
The last two months have been busy ones for the RFA. Our
discussion on Feb. 14 with Emil Kang at our general meeting
was enriching on many levels as he described his strategies to
shift audiences away from compartmentalizing a performance
as “good or bad” (a conclusion that is often based on whether
they know a piece or not). Instead, he wants audiences to look
for joy, rather than comfort, in arts experiences. Performers
welcome the opportunities to work with students and faculty
and develop new ideas in their residencies. He has made UNCCH a leader among university arts presenters, and it was
inspiring to talk with him. Next, we continued our tradition of
small discussion workshops begun last spring with a very
informative session on university governance
on March 6. Participants appreciated the list of
concrete steps they might take, as described in
the article. Later in March, we were welcomed
by the Friday Center for a reception in our
honor. Thanks to those who responded to our
request to list achievements from last year. We
enjoyed recognizing 14 people at the reception.
And now, the UNC system is in the news again.
It seems that every news cycle brings fresh accusations and
reinterpretations of past actions. Perhaps this is a good time to
step back and reflect on the fundamental purposes of
universities, especially those that are part of a system, such as
the UNC system. The best viewpoint I have ever read was
provided by Gary Gutting in a New York Times article (Dec. 14,
2011) titled “What is College For?” He argues that the primary
purpose of a college is “to nourish a world of intellectual
culture; that is, a world of ideas, dedicated to what we can know
scientifically, understand humanistically, or express
artistically.” He goes on to argue that “our support for higher
education makes sense only if we regard this intellectual culture
as essential to our society. … Colleges and universities have no
point if we do not value the knowledge and understanding to
which their faculties are dedicated.”
Of course, there are also tremendous practical benefits to
society from what goes on at UNC, but I worry that
opportunities to articulate our core values in addition to the
benefits are often ignored. Our upcoming meeting on “UNC in
Crisis” represents a great opportunity for you to answer this
fundamental question and learn what your colleagues think.
— Pat Pukkila
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Robert Blouin worked the room during the Friday Center's
reception for retired faculty members. To see more images from
the reception, click here.

Enjoying the Friday Center reception

Nearly 100 retirees attended the annual Friday Center
reception honoring retired faculty and administrators on March
18. Attendees were welcomed by The Friday Center’s interim
director, Jessica Brinker, and by RFA President Pat Pukkila.
Giving thr keynote talk, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost
Robert A. Blouin described his experiences before his current
position and told how these experiences enforced his belief in
honest and forthright communication between faculty and
administration to ensure that the university continue to attract,
develop and retain top-level faculty.
Blouin stressed that administration must be made aware of the
resources faculty require to provide exemplary teaching,
research and service, and that this awareness is brought about
through open communication. He acknowledged challenges the
university is currently facing but also emphasized the strength
the university possesses to meet those challenges.
Executive Vice Provost Ron Strauss recognized retirees with
significant achievement in publication and performance, and
who received other honors in the past year. See the list here.
— Donna Falvo

Steve Leonard, left, leading the March 6 discussion.

Influencing system governance:
Here’s what you can do

A list of five “action items” that retired faculty might either
want to watch or work on came to the forefront during a wideranging RFA workshop March 6 on UNC system governance.
Eighteen RFA members took part in the discussion led by
former UNC system Faculty Assembly Chair Steve Leonard.
Much of it focused on how system governance worked, but out
of it arose a list of one long-term and four near-term issues in
which retired faculty might play a role. Here they are, as
described by Leonard:
Long term: Board of Governors appointment reform.
This is a heavy lift, and it will be a years-long project. There is a
new governance reform group headed by Chapel Hill
supporters, alumni, former trustees, staff and faculty. Join
them at https://reformuncgovernance.com/
In the near term:
Board of Governors appointments during this
legislative session. Twelve seats (of 24) are coming open.
The Senate and the House will each appoint six. Voting will
likely take place in May. Contacting legislators, particularly
representatives on the higher education committees, could
make a difference. Also, recommending nominations of people
who are responsible and thoughtful about higher education
might help your representatives fulfill this critically important
duty.
Board of Trustees appointments: Six seats (of 12) are
coming open on the UNC-Chapel Hill Board of Trustees and
every other campus board of trustees in the system. Four of
those appointments are made by the Board of Governors, and
one each is made by the president of the Senate and speaker of
the House. Contacting those decision makers, and/or
recommending good people for nomination, could be useful.
UNC-Chapel Hill chancellor search: The search for Carol
Folt’s replacement will likely start later this year. A good deal
of preparation and maneuvering will occur beforehand.
Chairmanship, size and composition of the search committee,
and the leadership statement for guiding the search will have to
be negotiated. Contacting the president of the UNC system
(who will give the committee its charge and choose from the
nominations they forward) is one course of action. Working
through Faculty Council to help shape faculty influence and
representation on the committee is another. Working contacts
or volunteering to help the staff Employee Forum, or interested
student organizations could also be useful. Finally,
communication with members of the committee and
participating in public hearings once the search is underway is a
good way to stay engaged.
UNC president search: It is unlikely that the search for
Margaret Spellings’ replacement will begin before next year.
Action options similar to those for the Chapel Hill chancellor
search are open here, too. Contact the board leadership about
the composition and work of the various search committees
(there are usually four committees in the president search);
urge on the Faculty Assembly in various sorts of ways; help out
with staff and student interests and representatives; follow and
join the public hearing sessions during the search.

